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INTRODUCTION
This guide is intended to provide an overview of the Aurora Epoxy Dust pearlescent metallic flooring
system. There are no set rules for installing this system as Aurora Epoxy Dust is a clear binder admixture
and its use is a creative medium. The only limitations are set by the binder you choose to use it in.

That said, for use as a flooring system, the guidelines set forth are what we have found to be the best
practices to achieve the most elegant looking floor in the least time and material expended without
sacrificing quality. This is by no means the only way to use Aurora Epoxy Dust. We are continuously
experimenting with the use of this creative medium to achieve different effects. Some of those
methods will be shared in this introduction. We encourage all installers to develop their own best
practices but using this as a baseline you can accelerate your learning curve.

The main basics steps to a successful floor installation are:

1.

Surface preparation

2.

Primer coat

3.

Aurora Epoxy Dust coat

4.

Clear epoxy or urethane coat (optional)

5.

Maintenance floor finish (optional)

We will cover each of the basic steps and some advanced techniques as well.

SURFACE PREPARATION

Surface preparation method is dependent upon the existing condition of the substrate and the
guidelines from the manufacturer of the primer system you use. In general, however, surface profiling
should be achieved by a floor grinder or shot blasting. Just remember to keep the profile as light as
possible. By the ICRI guidelines (www.icri.org), a CSP-1, CSP-2 or
CSP-3 is ideal. The substrate should be as smooth as possible; not because you don’t want the texture,
but because you want the surface to be as uniform as possible. This profile is ideal for most coatings.

In addition, address any cracks, pitting, holes, etc. by filling them with your filler of choice and grinding
flush. The better job you do in preparing the surface, the better the finished product will be. If you are
in need of a quality material to do this, contact us and we can make specific recommendations. When
you are done with your surface preparation, the substrate should have all deficiencies corrected, with
an adequate surface profile to accept a coating, and vacuumed clean.

APPLY PRIMER

The most important aspect to creating an elegant floor with Aurora Epoxy Dust is to properly prime the
floor. This will ensure that there is no out gassing of the 100% solids epoxy coating that the Aurora
Epoxy Dust is mixed into. If that happens, you will have noticeable craters in the floor that will not be
very forgiving and are not easy to repair and blend in. There are several ways to go about doing this.

Another aspect of the primer is you will want to tint it. This will become important to the final look of
the floor as it is possible in some cases depending on the pigment loading and application method that
you will see the primer showing through the Aurora Epoxy Dust in some areas. In some cases, this will
be intentional if it is part of the look you are trying to achieve. This is not necessarily a bad thing. Some
very interesting looking floors have been done this way. However, this one variable can

dramatically alter the look of the floor since light passes through the pigments and reflects back,
keeping the primer as dark as possible (we prefer black) will allow the primer to absorb much of the light
transmission. For this reason, especially if you first experimenting with this product, we recommend
you keep it simple and use a black base for your Aurora Epoxy Dust. This will always give you a great
look, will make
it easier for you to standardize your offerings and make final color selection for the customer much
easier.

One other variable that will give your floor a much more dramatic appeal is to introduce texture into
your primer coat. This texture will make the pigment have much more character and is what gives
Aurora Epoxy Dust it’s dimension and depth. There are several ways to achieve this.

The first method involves applying a textured concrete overlay (skim coat). The skim coat can be
applied with your black pigment or whatever color you wish the primer coat to be and then sealed with
an epoxy primer. Alternatively, you can skim coat the surface in any color and then seal with a colored
epoxy primer. Ultimately you achieve the same thing: a textured surface that is black in color and is
sealed.

The second method is to prime the floor with a tinted epoxy primer and broadcast a light amount of
very fine silica sand and then back
roll the sand into the primer. This is an effective and easy way to achieve the same effect as the first
method, but easier and cheaper. Depending on the size sand you choose, it may have too much texture,
which will dictate the final texture of the floor. This may require an additional coat of clear epoxy to
achieve a glass smooth surface if you attempting to achieve that.

The last method is the one we prefer, is to use an epoxy primer. The primer is tinted black with a black
pigment. It gives the surface the smooth enough texture to achieve the desired
effects in the Aurora Epoxy Dust coating, but not too much texture that it will leave texture in the
surface after the Aurora Epoxy
Dust coat is applied. The epoxy primers have
the added benefit of long pot-life and being very resistant to out gassing.

APPLYING THE AURORA EPOXY DUST

Once the primer has been applied and cures, the Aurora Epoxy Dust coat can be applied. If you are
using our standard colors, the Aurora Epoxy Dust 16 oz container is designed to be added to 4 gallons of
epoxy. The recommended application rate is 60 to 75 sq. ft. per gallon.
This thickness will ensure that the Aurora Epoxy Dust can work its magic. Once the epoxy is applied, the
pigments start to move and create their patina. If the coating is applied too thin, this cannot occur.
There is no danger with going thicker, but you are just using more material than is necessary. It is
because of this thickness that is required to achieve the natural effects Aurora Epoxy Dust is known for
that 100% solids epoxy is recommended. 100% solids water clear epoxies can be applied at that
thickness without problems unlike solvent based epoxies, urethanes, poly-aspartics, and acrylics, which
cannot be built more than 8 mils generally.
Polyureas and MMA’s are too thick and too short a working time to use effectively. All the abovementioned binders can be used with Aurora Epoxy Dust, but the best results will be obtained with 100%
solids epoxies.

It’s best to mix a kit size you are comfortable working with and this will depend on the size of your crew,
space configuration, and the working time of the epoxy you are using. Typically, a three to four-gallon
mix size is easily worked
with applicators that have proficiency. Be sure to mix thoroughly to ensure the pigment is equally
dispersed.
Application is best done using a 3/16” notched squeegee or 20 mil spreader from Scorpion Materials.
Ensure you are using a new notched squeegee. It is important that the cornrows created by the
squeegee fill themselves in rather quickly. A new squeegee with sharp notches will leave a relatively
narrow line on the floor that will quickly fill itself in. Whereas a worn squeegee blade will have flat
notches that will not fill themselves in. The danger is that once
applied, there are heavier particles in the pigment that will begin to settle out, and those cornrows will
remain visible.
The application is finished by passing a trowel over the surface much like you would finish concrete. You
can use spiked shoes and squat down to accomplish this, but that can be fatiguing for large areas. Use
of spiked kneeboards can help to alleviate that. In either case, the spikes should have rounded points to
prevent puncturing the primer coat. We would prefer to disrupt pigment by blowing with air.
Troweling can be accomplished by keeping a low angle and light pressure on the trowel. The intent is to
turn over the epoxy. You do not want to move the epoxy as the thickness was already determined by
the squeegee. Do not worry about what it looks like. One pass with a trowel and that is it. The less you
work it the better. The Aurora Epoxy Dust will begin to take on a natural look on its own. This will start
happening within a few minutes to a half hour after it is applied. This is where experimenting will help
you tremendously. You will find that you don’t have to work very hard to achieve a great look. If you
are having a hard time getting it to look good, you are probably trying too hard. Trowel or blow it once
and move on.

TOPCOAT
This step is optional. Depending upon the prime method and the degree of texture in the floor that is
desired, a topcoat may be necessary. If there is too much texture in the floor, a light sanding to knock
down the high spots and another application of 100% solids clear epoxy can be applied. Or you can opt
to topcoat with a urethane, especially if a higher degree of chemical and abrasion resistance is desired.

MAINTENANCE
It is recommended a maintenance program be followed for any finished floor. The use of the floor will
determine the frequency. For best visual effects on the floor it is recommended that the best optical
clarity of the finish be maintained. Choosing a floor finish that can be high speed burnished will allow
for the best visual clarity. But the owners must be willing to adhere to a maintenance program. If no
such program exists, and the owners do not anticipate in doing regular buffing, you will not have as
much optical clarity which will reduce some of the interesting effects of the Aurora Epoxy Dust system.
Talk to your local janitorial supply houses and see what they recommend.

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES

The basics of installation have been covered. It is not a complicated system, and the finished floor is
very unique. Once you have mastered the basics, you can experiment with some advanced techniques.
This is by no means a comprehensive collection of techniques, but rather suggestions. Only your
imagination can limit the application techniques and uses for our unique pigments.

1.
Our recommendation for a black primer coat isn’t the only way a floor can be done. However,
this variable will change the look of the floor, especially if you decide to use less pigment loading in your
epoxy. If you wish to have more color variation in the floor, you can opt to use less pigment loading in
the Aurora Epoxy Dust coat and use a color other than black for the primer coat. This will allow some of
the primer color to show through for an interesting effect.
Experimentation will allow you to see the effects that are possible.
2.
Colors can be mixed together dry to achieve colors not listed on the color chart. The colors
Charcoal and Pearl are great for lightening and
darkening the stock colors. In fact, the color Pearl is not a color we recommend as a standalone color,
but it can be used to change the shade of any other color. Conversely, Charcoal is a great standalone
color, but can also be used to darken any of the other colors.

3.

Colors can be mixed together wet for very unique effects. This is best accomplished by

either pouring two or more colors together on the floor and letting the squeegee mix them together
during application. The colors won’t completely mix together but will blend allowing for color
movement similar to marble. This can be done with different colors in varying proportions. Another
method is to drizzle other colors into the floor after the main color has been applied with a squeegee
and using a trowel to blend the colors together. This method is best when only traces or highlight of
another color is desired.

4.
Using a porcupine roller or spiked roller over the entire floor as the final process can give you a
hammered look. This is an especially neat
look if you are using a metallic color such as the bronze or copper.

5.
Patterns and design elements can be achieved by taping off a design and applying sections of
the floor individually. Use a fiber or masking filament tape to define your design element.
Don’t remove the tape until the epoxy has cured enough to prevent bleeding. Generally, at 45 minutes
to an hour. Cannot stay overnight. Then reverse tape with fiber filament or masking tape paper and
apply Aurora Epoxy Dust to the
adjacent area(s). For a completely seamless floor, it is best to sand the floor after the Aurora Epoxy Dust
coats are complete, paying extra attention to the jointed areas, and re-apply a clear coat over the entire
floor.

FINAL THOUGHTS

There is no wrong way to use our flooring system. Experimentation will lead to your own best practices.
Be sure to keep subscribed to our newsletter as we will profile contractor projects with pictures and
details of the installation, to give you ideas and insight into this creative medium. Likewise, we
encourage you to share your completed projects with us if you wish to share with the Scorpion
community. If you have any questions about our product, please don’t hesitate to contact us so we can
further assist you.

